Monumental visit to Alcala de Henares
World Heritage City

P1

Complutense city consolidated as a cultural and tourist destination of Excellence nationwide
The Monumental Visit to Alcala de Henares birthplace of the spanish writer for excellence, Miguel de
Cervantes y Saavedra, present a magical and history tour allowing visitors to wander through the
streets and squares of the historic center, the hand of characters dressed in the style of the sixteenth
and seventeenth century and provide all those cultural and identity elements that will make your visit a
special occasion.

ITINERARY
San Diego Square: In the square of university foundational Apple, we will start our walk through
history, crossing the steps of Cisneros and drink of the wise that has made the Alcalá the Lyrics City.
Cervantes Square, Santa Maria Tower, Oidor Chapel: From the Heart of the City can access the tower
of the former church of Santa Maria Maggiore, and is a splendid restored historic viewpoint inviting us
to tour the city as the crow flies.
Mayor Street: One of the most important street in the historical center, is the longest preserved
arcaded street in Europe, where historic commercial areas of the city converge.
Miguel de Cervantes Birthplace: It house is the Museo Casa Natal de Cervantes in a building recreates
the property and the rooms where the writer Miguel de Cervantes was born.

OPTIONAL: Pre-Booking can be visited the College of San Ildefonso / Paraninfo: Founded in 1499 by Cardinal
Cisneros as the origin of the University of Alcala. He is currently in his rectory and the Kings of Spain Paraninfo
given each year the Cervantes Awards and the Magisterial Cathedral of Saints Justo and Pastor Children: With a
strong Isabelino Gothic style is the episcopal seat of the diocese. Along with the church of San Pedro de Louvain
(Belgium), it is the only temple in the world that owns the title of Skillful Church, being all canons doctors in
theology.

* The dramatized visits are made as the creation of groups of 10 / pax minimum
* The City tour lasts 2:00 hours

